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Conference Program of Events
The Saskatchewan Association of Architects

C2C - Concept to Construction
Delta Bessborough, Saskatoon

THURSDAY MAY 8
2 pm SAA Council Meeting
SAA Boardroom
7 - 9 pm Opening Presentation - Matti Sanaksenaho
Broadway Theatre
9 pm - 1 am Hospitality Room
Salon Batoche

FRIDAY MAY 9
7 am - 5 pm Conference Registration
Convention Foyer
8:30 - 9:30 am Breakfast
Battleford Ballroom
9:30 - 10:30 am Keynote Address - Tye Farrow
Battleford Ballroom
10:30 - 11:00 am Coffee Break
Convention Foyer
11:00 - 12:00 pm Plenary Sessions A & B
Battleford Ballroom/Salon Batoche
12:00 - 1:00 pm Lunch
12:30 - 1:00 pm Trade/Sponsor Presentation
Battleford Ballroom
1:00 - 2:00 pm Plenary Sessions C & D
2:00 - 2:15 pm Break
Convention Foyer
2:15 - 3:15 pm Plenary Sessions E & F
Battleford Ballroom/Salon Batoche
3:15 - 3:45 pm Coffee Break
Convention Foyer
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3:45 - 5:00 pm Panel Discussion
Battleford Ballroom
6:30 - 9:00 pm RAIC Fellows Dinner
Terrace Lounge
6:30 - 9:00 pm Dine Around
9:00 - 12:00 midnight Hospitality
Salon Batoche

SATURDAY MAY 10
7:30 am - 1:30 pm Conference Registration
Convention Foyer
8:30 - 9:30 am Breakfast
Battleford Ballroom
9:30 am - 4:00 pm Companion Program
9:30 am - 10:30 pm Member Forum Session I
Battleford Ballroom
10:30 - 10:45 am Coffee Break
Convention Foyer
10:45 am - 12:00 pm Member Forum Session 2
Battleford Ballroom
12:00 - 1:00 pm Lunch
Battleford Ballroom
1:15 - 4:00 pm The Saskatchewan Association of Architects Annual General Meeting
Battleford Ballroom
4:00 - 5:00 pm Council Meeting
Spadina Boardroom
6:00 - 7:00 pm Champagne Reception
Battleford Ballroom
7:00 - 9:00 pm President’s Dinner
Battleford Ballroom
9:00 - 12:00 midnight Hospitality Room
Salon Batoche
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Annual General Meeting
May 10, 2014
1:15 pm Battleford Ballroom, Delta Bessborough Hotel

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

AGENDA
Chairperson: Paul Blaser, President
1. Call to Order
2. President’s Welcome
3. Acceptance of the Agenda
4. Acceptance of the Minutes of the 2013 Annual General Meeting
5. Nominating Committee Report and Introduction of Council Member Nominees
6. Reports
1. President’s Report
2. Practice Committee Report
3. Education Committee Report
4. Communications Committee Report
5. Executive Director Report
6. Secretary-Treasurer Report

7. Acceptance of Reports
8. Bylaw Amendments
9. Election of Council Members
10. Appointment of Accountants for the year ending December 31, 2014
11. Other Business
12. Adjournment
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President
Paul Blaser
The Saskatchewan Association of Architects continues its role as the self-governing regulatory body for architecture in
Saskatchewan as well as a strong voice of advocacy for the best practice of architecture and construction for our
province. This role continues to grow as Saskatchewan grows, addressing both new construction to meet the
demands of a growing population, as well as renovating and updating the many deficits in existing buildings needed
from years of deferred maintenance and as a normal course in their life cycle.
The demographics of our association demonstrate both positive trends and ongoing challenges. On the positive side,
the association seems to be turning a corner in attracting new and younger members. There is a more even
distribution of members by age, with 44 resident members under the age of 50 compared with 30 in 2009. However,
there are still 34 resident members over the age of 60. Perhaps the larger challenge is that resident membership is
not keeping up with the demand for services in Saskatchewan. Since my return in 2005 when resident and nonresident members were roughly even (82 resident and 96 non-resident), we now have almost three non-resident
members for each resident member (108 resident to 293 non-resident). While some may see this as un-concerning,
there are two potentially significant risks. The first is that non-resident members have found work in Saskatchewan at
a time when the economy at home for them is struggling. As the economy across North America continues to
improve, non-resident members are likely to stay at home and work, challenging the ability for projects to get done.
The second challenge is that a strong and capable resident architecture industry is vital to the quality of building and
design for our home communities. There is a long tradition of architects in Saskatchewan being committed to
provide long term value to our clients. This is challenged when much of the work is done by non-residents without an
investment in the province for the long term. Saskatchewan is the only jurisdiction in Canada with these ratios of
resident to non-resident members, and it continues to provide both a challenge and an opportunity for resident members.
Challenges of the demographics are being met by your association in two ways; regulatory and advocacy. Building on
the strategic planning in 2012, our regulatory work processes have continued to improve. An audit of all firm and
member files has been completed, ensuring any clear regulatory discrepancies have been eliminated. As has been
reported by the executive director, this has consumed significant staff resources over the last two years, but having
now completed the task, we are in good shape to focus our regulatory efforts on maintenance, freeing up resources to
defend and advocate for the profession.
On the advocacy side, council has invested significant effort to work with government to find a better solution to
bundling of school projects. Building on the mandate from last year’s Bear Pit and AGM, the SAA Executive met with
Minister McMorris and Minister Morgan to express our concern that the bundling of schools into a single, 18 school
package undermined opportunities for Saskatchewan people and businesses, a key principle for this government.
We also expressed that a project of this size does not fit the capacity and competition of the construction industry in
Saskatchewan, further undermining opportunities and potentially undermining the success of the project. We have
been working with our consulting and contracting partners in an ongoing way as part of a panel meeting with
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government to work on the details for a “Made in Saskatchewan” solution. While government has not been
acceptably responsive to our concerns, we continue to work to find solutions for both this and future bundling of
smaller projects through a P3 process. The challenge to members will be to find the opportunities within the
emerging procurement strategies such as bundling and P3, and to grow to meet the size and scope of work that
these projects require.
Another significant effort by your council has been the ongoing work to advance the School of Architecture in
Saskatchewan. As you can read in the School of Architecture report in this document, council executive met with
Minister Norris in January to understand the role that the SAA can contribute. We learned what the government
needs from the association to make the school a reality. The reason for this work is obvious. By looking at other
jurisdictions with a School of Architecture, it is clear that a school is a vital component in a successful profession in
Saskatchewan. Jurisdictions with a school of architecture have more resident than non-resident members.
Jurisdictions with a school have vibrant design cultures, with significant architecture festivals and design events that
play a significant role in the culture of their communities. Jurisdictions with a School of Architecture have a younger
demographic, with a majority of resident members between 35 and 55 and less than 30% of members over 55
compared with almost 50% in Saskatchewan. As a profession in Saskatchewan, if we are to meet the demand for
the future, a School of Architecture is a necessary component in a multi-pronged strategy to grow our profession.
Finally, the ongoing challenge of the Saskatchewan Association of Architects is to grow to meet the demand for
architecture and construction in Saskatchewan and across Canada. As demonstrated by our demographics and
challenges such as P3’s and bundling among others, the needs of the profession in Saskatchewan are rapidly
changing. The reliable metrics of architecture practice are not stagnant, and we must actively meet the challenges
before us. We need to grow resident membership. As architects, we are all part of a bricks and mortar economy.
Although technology and communication provide better tools, there is still no replacement for boots on the ground,
on the site, and meeting face to face with clients in our communities. This is what has built the great province we are
in, and it will continue to be the difference for the future. If we do not meet this challenge, then resident membership
is likely to be increasingly irrelevant in the industry in Saskatchewan. Fortunately, architects in Saskatchewan are
unmatched in skill, determination, and a willingness to solve problems together. We CAN meet the challenges before
us, and the future is very bright. I look forward working with all of you as the solutions are found.
On a personal note, it has been an honor to serve as President. I owe much to those who have been the backbone
of this profession for years, as well and the incredible efforts of my colleagues on council. We have done a lot of work
on behalf of our members and I look forward to participating long after my time on council is done. Saskatchewan is
a great place to practice architecture. Let us continue to work together to make it so.
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Secretary - Treasurer
Lyle Wiebe

Saskatchewan Association of Architects 2014 Operating Budget
2012
Dec 30 2013
		unaudited
Revenues

2014			
Budget

		

Annual Dues

411,510

504,825

514,255

Other Membership

10,023

4,945

2,550

Investment Earnings

4,055

10,037

-

AGM Revenue

47,620

75,050

86,620

Other Income

13,216

7,336

11,750

Transfer from Reserves			

111,550

486,424

602,193

726,725

Expenditures			
Capital - Office Renovation			

122,105

Advertising & Promotion

3,588

2,845

22,550

Advocacy

8,941

4,774

6,150

987

1,709

-

35,589

52,765

71,620

Bad Debts

2,530

419

-

Bank Charges

8,349

6,959

11,225

17,848

13,595

14,450

8,484

9,030

10,818

22,175

18,895

37,464

4,675

8,976

6,350

14,463

17,827

25,395

0

1,087

7,300

Professional Fees

10,708

37,758

49,289

Rent

25,230

28,480

34,587

207,854

256,720

273,972

22,512

42,061

32,250

943

1,127

1,200

394,876

505,027

726,725

Amortization
Annual General Meeting

CALA Assessments
CALA Interprovincial Meetings
Council Expense
Member Expenses
Office
Other Expense

Salaries & Employee Benefits
Scholarships & Awards
Utilities

Transfer to reserves			
Excess of revenues over expenditures

91,548

8

97,166
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The SAA continues to be on firm financial footing, based on a concerted effort over the past few years to carefully
manage funds to meet expenses and also strategically grow reserves. The 2013 operating surplus of $97,166
(member’s equity growth) was transferred to the SAA investment account immediately following the Ernst and Young
financial review. Please note the financial statements attribute only the growth in member’s equity to the operating
surplus. Investment income is realized when investments are sold. The SAA did not sell investments in 2013, but on
average has realized an ‘Annualized Rate of Return’ of over 4% since it started the investment in 1999.

SAA Reserves Fund Allocations			
General Reserves			

$260,117

School of Arch Levy Restricted Funds			

$68,200

Transfer from General Funds of 2013 operating surplus 			

$97,166

Total Estimated Reserves

$425,483

60% of 2013 Expenses

$303,016 		
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As a non-profit organization, the SAA is allowed to accumulate funds to maintain operations if there is a sudden and
unexpected loss of revenue. The SAA goal is to have 60% of annual expenses in reserves. With the addition of the
2013 operating surplus, the SAA is ahead of that goal.
The SAA’s investment account is holding $68,200 as School of Architecture Restricted Funds and has yet to raise the
remainder of the $200,000 School of Architecture Fund commitment. The School of Architecture Terms of Reference
were fully executed between the U of S and the SAA in 2013. The terms contain specific requirements of the U of S
related to deliverables and reporting. The SAA continues to support and participate with The School of Architecture
committee and its activities, but as the U of S has not been able to fulfill the terms of reference, none of the levy
monies have been transferred.
Revenue has increased due to several factors: we are still seeing a large influx of out-of-province members and
Licence to Practice holders, uncollected 2012 school of architecture levy was collected in 2013 and the AGM,
through strong sponsorship support, has become a profit center for the association. We continue to collect a levy to
support the student bursary program. This program is ongoing and is intended to be revenue neutral. A record
number of five applications were received and three $10,000 bursaries were awarded in 2013. Due to timing of
graduations four were paid.
Similarly, expenses have also increased. The increased membership (registered architect and intern) means an
increased load on staff. Staff has been added to support membership growth. Additionally, staff is required to
support the strategic initiatives of council and each staff is assigned as support to one or more committees of
Council. Council wishes to become more active in supporting the profession at the provincial level and this also
requires the support and time of staff. The Council has required increased amounts of legal advice to support the
many regulatory bylaw amendments required to add temporary licence, Broadly Experienced Foreign Architects,
revisions to firm & corporation bylaws and unlicensed practice. Staffing levels at the end of 2013 were three staff at
.8 and one at .5. There is the potential for the .5 staff to be increased to .8 in 2014.
The 2014 budget was built to support the strategic initiatives of Council and meet the ongoing administrative
requirements of the association. Council reviews and approves the annual budget and in November, by way of the
budget, sets the schedule for annual fees for the upcoming year. Council voted to increase 2014 fees. The previous
increase incurred in 2012. Increase in fees will support the additional administrative requirements of the growth in
SAA membership, the creation and publication of practice bulletins according to SAA legislation and regulation, more
direct advocacy for member issues with government, strategic work with ACEC|SK (formerly CES), APEGS and SK
Construction Association.
A new SAA website has been in the budget, but not completed for the past few years. The website is in the budget
again for 2014. Although AGM expenses show a budgeted 26% increase, the weekend event is budgeted to
produce $15,000. The budgeted increase in Council expense is to support additional work with government,
meetings twice annually with ACEC|SK and also with AAA, AIBC, SAA and participation on special committees such as
the Construction Industry Working Group.
The increase in fees will also cover the costs of those who wish to use credit cards to pay fees. To reduce credit card
banking expenses a 5% reduction incentive for fees was implemented for those that pay their registration by cheque.
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The SAA lease was renewed and the budget allows for overdue office renovations and improve the functionality of
the office space to allow for future staff changes, and improve flexibility. The workstations and furniture will be
updated to suit the offices needs. The storage areas will be reduced to allow the boardroom to be expanded. The
expanded board room will incorporate updated teleconferencing technology to allow future board meetings or other
associated meetings to occur at the SAA boardroom versus renting meeting space elsewhere.
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Executive Director
Janelle S. Unrau
The profession of architecture in Saskatchewan continues to evolve in the midst of a strong economy. Our provincial
government has revamped its procurement process and the profession is challenged to navigate the new paradigm.
The association has initiated several responses to support its members while working within the parameters of the
Agreement on Internal Trade and the New West Partnership.
The Executive Committee of Council and I met with Ministers Morgan and McMorris to discuss the bundling projects
and explain the challenges for SAA members this past October. As a member of the Saskatchewan Construction
Association Advisory Council, the SAA was invited to participate in the Construction Industry Working Group that is
meeting with SaskBuilds to initially examine and hopefully improve the process going forward. The SAA is also
regularly meeting with the Association of Consulting Engineering Companies | SK (formerly Consulting Engineers of
Saskatchewan). The SAA believes it is important to work together with our strategic industry partners to bring a unified
message to government.
Saskatchewan’s attractive economy has driven the non-resident membership roster up by more than 200 since
2003. For many, timely application for membership and Licence to Practice was not achieved according to SAA
legislation and regulation. At the direction of Council, and in close consultation with SAA legal counsel, a new Licence
to Practice application was developed that includes clear direction for when registration and licence is required
according to The Architects Act. Further direction is given as to how many architects must be registered and listed on
the Licence to Practice. Eventually, all applications will undergo revisions to ensure better direction for applicants and
conformity with reciprocity agreements and national programs.
The SAA is well represented at the Canadian Architectural Licensing Authority (CALA). The bi-annual meetings are
attended by the President, 1st Vice President and Executive Director. David W. Edwards has long been active on
various national committees and this past year was instrumental in negotiating the new Canada/US Reciprocal
Agreement. He chairs the Canadian Architectural Certification Board (CACB) National Standing Committee and I
participate on the Internship in Architecture Program National Task force.
The 2013 administrative year ended with completion of the foundational task of auditing all member and firm files. At
the direction of council, SAA staff implemented activities to ensure that all member and firm files were current as
required by SAA legislation and regulations. This near 30 month process was completed in 2013 and resulted in
Council creating a more streamlined renewal process for 2014 Licence to Practice holders, offering the option to
complete an affidavit to declare currency of firm documents on file with the SAA. The office staff wishes to thank
members for their assistance during the audit.
Through the auditing of corporation files, Council realized that Bylaws 12 (Corporations) and 13 (Firms) required
revisions to better support the way corporations are structured. The Practice Committee has worked on revisions to
these bylaws with the hope of presentation to and consultation from members in 2014. Once again, the SAA wishes
to thank members who were challenged by these bylaws and for their cooperation in making changes to meet the
regulatory requirements.
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Council has responded to the continued surge in membership by increasing staffing levels at the SAA office to deal
with membership growth, administrative backlog, regular daily operations, committee support, government
interaction, national participation, better member communication, advocacy for the profession, post-management
of growth to bring procedures and systems current, support of and participation in special projects of Council.
Council voted to renew the SAA lease and renovate the office to provide for the increase in staff as well as upgrade
the meeting space.
As always, the SAA staff and I are ever grateful to serve and support you. We wish you the best in 2014.
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REGISTRAR REPORT
Lyle Wiebe
2013

2012 2011

2010 2009 2008

2007 2006 2005 2004 2003

Registered Members			 404

353

317

277

239

215

187

175

178

164

167

Resident			 109

105

102

92

87

80

81

79

82

80

78

Non-Resident			 295

248

215

185

152

135

106

96

96

84

89

Associated Members			 2

1

1

5

5

3

4

3

5

6

8

Leave of Absence			 1

2

2

1

2

4

2

2

1

1

1

Non-Practicing			 8

8

8

10

9

8

8

9

10

9

10

Life Members			 8

8

8

9

7

8

8

7

7

7

6

Honorary Members			 3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

Total

376

340

306

266

242

213

200

204

190

195

426

Firms			 293

244

202

150

149

127

107

103

105

102

104

Student Members			 41

41

35

31

31

31

24

18

19

14

11
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Membership again continued its strong growth trend in 2013 with seventy-two Registered Architects who either
joined or re-joined the association. Five of these were through first registration; local Interns who completed the
Internship in Architecture Program (IAP) and eight members were reinstated.
Since 2003, membership has increased by 242% and firms by 281%. There are thirty-one more resident members
than in 2003 and 206 more non-resident members. However, in that same time, the percentage of resident
members versus total members has decreased from 47% to 27%. We may be growing our numbers locally but we
are being outpaced by the growth of non-resident members.
As a result of further improving the registration process and to assure the SAA is abiding with our legislation and
regulations, membership registration and renewals are processed separately from License to Practice applications
and renewals. The membership renewal is tied to payment of fees only, while the license to practice renewal requires
fees and submission of specific documents. In the event a Licence to Practice holder is unable to meet the renewal
requirements, the membership will not be affected, it will just move to non-practicing status. To further expedite the
License to Practice Renewals process in lieu of submitting all the required documentation the SAA is now accepting
an affidavit signed by Notary/Commissioner of Oaths.
The new Canada/US Mutual Recognition Agreement went into effect on January 1, 2014. The new MRA is based on
Licence/Registration in ‘good standing’ in an individual’s home jurisdiction and one year post-licensure experience. In
addition, the individual’s principal place of practice must be in one of the jurisdictions that have signed on to the
agreement. The following will be required: a letter of good standing from the regulatory authority in the individual’s
principal place of practice; a letter of declaration from the applicant attesting to the one year of post licensure experience;
proof of citizenship/permanent residency in the home country (Canada or US); and a certificate issued by NCARB.
Regulatory Bylaw Amendments were passed by membership at the 2013 AGM to allow for BEFA candidates to
become registered with the SAA and also to provide for Temporary Licence when a reciprocity agreement was not in
place. The original submission required one tweak by the province in order for the amendment to be in sync with the
Agreement on Internal Trade. The full package of bylaw amendments was resubmitted in December 2013 and was
approved on February 1, 2014.
The trend of out-of-province firms practicing in Saskatchewan has brought forward unique situations for the SAA to
address, for example the SAA legal counsel flagged the following requirement:
“Out-of-province firms choosing to apply for a License to Practice in Saskatchewan under a different name
and structure than their principal place of practice, for the express purpose of acquiring architectural service
contracts to be fulfilled in their home province office, are advised that they may only do so under the
Certificate of Practice holder licenced in Saskatchewan. Additionally, each architect not in Saskatchewan, but
working on a project in Saskatchewan is required to be a Registered Member of the SAA and listed on the
Licence to Practice Application.”
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A new Licence to Practice application has been developed with clear direction on when registration and licensure is
required. A new application for individuals applying under the Canada/US Mutual Recognition Agreement was posted
for the January 1, 2014 effective date. Also new is a Change in Structure application for Licence to Practice holders.
Upgrades to all applications are anticipated in 2014.

Register Update
New SAA Members by Completion of the Internship in Architecture Program:

Dominador Daplas
Robyn Patrice Robertson
Sony Mark Sin
Kirstin Mahan Thompson
Ronald Tolentino

New SAA Members:
Edward Applebaum
Bradley Baker
Joost Bakker
Christopher Block
Shirley Blumberg
Marc Bois
Garth Brandaw
Joe Collins
Robert Davies
Kelly Davis
Charl de la Harpe
Margaret DeBolt
Nunzio DeSantis

Joyce M. Drohan
Tye Farrow
Mark Foster
Robert Frasca
Peter Gabor
Matthew Galvin
Norman Garden
Ben Gardner
Susan Gushe
Russell Hazzard
Ashraf Hendy
Timothy Hubbard
Petre Ionescu

Brian Johnson
Lance Josal
Christopher Kailing
Bruce Kuwabara
Paul Kwasnicky
Alice Liang
Christine Lintott
Dominic Lippa
Robert Mabe
Matt E. Majeed
Stephen Manthey
Paolo (Paul) Marcoccia
James Marriott

SAA Members - Reinstated
Neil Cooper
Sheldon Chandler
Steven Ho
Patrick Stewart
Anthony Kloepfer
Demosthenes Maniates
Howard Knapp
Peter Lovick
Giovani Geremia
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Robert McConnell
Lee McCormick
Marianne McKenna
James McLaughlin
Chris Morris
Linus Murphy
Igor Nardin
Daniel Noble
Robert Passmore
Hanna Regehr
Thomas Robson
Helio Rodrigues
Timothy Shremshock

Karl Sonnenberg
Sam Spagnuolo
Allyn Stellmacher
James Strasman
Shawn Strasman
Kirk Sund
Jan Willemse
Dathe Wong
Reid Zakko
Robert Zimmerman

Annual Report

SAA Members - Change in Status
Leave of Absence

Anna Cascioli
Marcy Shelvey
Return from Leave of Absence

Rosanne Howes
Jyhling Lee
Member to Associate Member

Teresa Coady
New Intern Architects

Megan Fritzler
Jillian Gerlach
David Kury
Henglian (Howard) Li
Samuel Lock
Brenda-Dale Mclean
Stephanie Neufeld
Yasaman Rafiei
Ellen Wardell
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Licence to Practice - New
AMEC Architectural Services Ltd.
Bruce Kuwabara Architect Inc.
Building Science + Architecture Ltd.
CB Two Architects, LLC
Chandler Associates Architecture Inc.
Charl de la Harpe Architecture
Christine Lintott Architect
Christopher Block Arhitect Ltd.
Concept Plus Architecture and
Engineering Inc.
D. Maniates Architect /Urban Planning
David T. Symons Architect Ltd.
Dominador Daplas, Architect
Farrow Partners Architects Inc.

Garnder Architecture Incorporated
H5 Architecture
Hanna E. Regehr Architect
HKS-DN, Inc.
James L. McLaughlin Consulting Ltd.
KPMB Architects
KRN Tolentino Architecture Ltd.
Layne Arthur Architecture Ltd.
Linus Murphy Architecture Ltd.
Marianne McKenna Architect Inc.
Matt E. Majeed, Architect
Montgomery Sisam Architects Inc.
O.C.A. Architects (B.C.) Inc.
Pacific Coast Architecture Inc.

Licence to Practice - Reinstatement
gw architecture inc.
IBI Architects Engineering Ltd.
JMA Architecture Ltd.
Line Laurin Architecte Inc.
Neil Cooper Architect
NORR Architects Planners
Patrick R. Stewart Architect
Steven Ho Architecture Incorporated

Firm Name Changes
B+H Bunting Coady Architects Inc. to B+H Architects Inc.
EF Gooch Architects Inc. to EF Gooch Architect
Henry Downing Howlett Architects to Henry Downing Architects
K. Sutherland Architect Ltd. to KSArchitect Group
Kuwabara Payne McKenna Blumberg Architects to KPBM Architects
Line Lauren Design Inc. to Line Laurin Architecte Inc.
O.C.A. Architects (BC) Inc. to O.C.A. Architecture Inc.
SNC - Lavalin Architects and Engineers Inc. to SNC - Lavalin Architecture Inc.
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Perkins+Will Architects (Sask) Inc.
Planworks Architecture Inc.
Ray Gosselin Architect Limited
Raymond Gosselin Architect
Robert Spaetgens Architect Ltd.
RTKL Architects Canada Inc.
S.H.C. Architect Inc.
Sahuri Architecture Inc.
Scientific Architecture
Shirley Blumberg Architect Inc.
Strasman Architects Inc.
Village North Architecture Inc.

Committee Reports
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The Saskatchewan Association of Architects
2013/2014 Committee Structure
Council:

Term Expires

President 2013/14..................................................................................................... Paul Blaser, Saskatoon
1st Vice President........................................................................................................ Bob Burnyeat, Saskatoon
2nd Vice President....................................................................................................... David W. Edwards, Regina
Secretary-Treasurer...................................................................................................... Lyle Wiebe, Saskatoon
Past-President............................................................................................................... Bob Croft, Regina
Councilor........................................................................................................................ Ray Plosker, Regina
Councilor........................................................................................................................ Rob Beug, Regina
Councilor........................................................................................................................ Ray Gosselin, Regina
Public Appointee.......................................................................................................... Ray Mark, Saskatoon
Public Appointee.......................................................................................................... Bruce Sparling, Saskatoon
Executive Director........................................................................................................ Janelle Unrau

2015
2016
2017
2015
2014
2014
2015
2016
2014
2016

Practice Committee.................................................................................................... Bob Burnyeat/David W. Edwards
Interprovincial Relations................................................................................ David W. Edwards
Saskatchewan Building & Access Standards Appeals............................ Arnold Dobroskay
Saskatchewan Bid Depository Inc............................................................... Bob Burnyeat/Alton Tangedal
Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee - Regina................................... Raymond Plosker
Education Committee................................................................................................ Lyle Wiebe/Ray Gosselin
Internship in Architecture Program............................................................. James McEwen
RAIC Syllabus Program................................................................................... Lyle Wiebe/LeeAnn Croft
Senate - University of Regina........................................................................ Bernie Flaman
Senate - University of Saskatchewan.......................................................... Ann March
SIAST - Architectural and Building/Interior Technologies Programs..... Justin Wotherspoon
Communications Committee................................................................................... Raymond Plosker/Rob Beug
Design Council of Saskatchewan................................................................. Jeff Howlett
Prairie Design Awards..................................................................................... Jeff Howlett
Architecture Canada | RAIC............................................................................ Michael Cox
Saskatchewan School of Architecture........................................................ Colin Tennent/Paul Blaser
Past President
Nominations Committee............................................................................................ Bob Croft
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Practice
SAA PRACTICE COMMITTEE
Bob Burnyeat and David W. Edwards
Once again this past year has seen a number of issues and many requests for the involvement of the Practice
Committee. Many of these issues continue to be driven by the positive economy and the related influx of out-ofprovince firms that are working in Saskatchewan, new project delivery methods, and the continued review of policies
and files by SAA administrative staff.
In response, the Practice Committee and administrative staff have been working closely to continue to ensure that all
bylaw requirements for practicing architecture in Saskatchewan are met and documented. Second, we continue to
review current common practice issues, comparing them to practices in other jurisdictions and developing new
practice bulletins and Council policies to ensure that SAA members are conducting their services in a manner that is
consistent with the SAA Act and Bylaws.
All of these efforts have been undertaken to continue to reinforce the value of architectural practice in Saskatchewan,
to assist the SAA in its mandate to serve our members, protect the public and ensure that scope of practice is
protected.

What has been done this past year:
• Non-Practicing Declaration Practice Bulletin has been issued
• Reclamation of Seal Practice Bulletin has been issued
• Use of Seal Practice Bulletin is in progress
• When Practice in the Province Begins Practice Bulletin is in progress
• Discussion regarding the practice of architecture relative to P3s and Design-Builds has been undertaken
• Work on preventing and dealing with cases of unlicensed practice of architecture in the province, in conjunction
with SAA legal counsel
• Comments on the proposed changes to CCDC3 - Cost Plus Contract
• Continued discussion and input regarding CALA Inter-Recognition Agreement

What is currently underway over the 2014/2015 SAA year:
• Discussion has been initiated with the provincial government and construction industry partners regarding joint
industry concerns with bundling of schools for P3 procurement.
• Continued work on SAA bylaw amendments for consideration by government, particularly in the area of Bylaws
12 and 13 relating to corporations and firms. Proposed changes to Bylaws 12 and 13 will be forwarded to
membership for comment previous to the AGM.
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• Discussions relating to specific issues regarding member firms and practice-related issues as well as nonmember entities infringing on the practice of architecture.
• Continued responses to requests for input on practice-related issues from members, clients and government
bodies.
• Discussion related to potential Practice Sub-Committees to undertake reviews of public documents, Acts and
codes related to the SAA.
The practice committee appreciates the valuable research, input and guidance provided by SAA administrative staff
and various members at large.

INTERPROVINCIAL RELATIONS / CANADIAN ARCHITECTURAL LICENSING AUTHORITIES (CALA)
David W. Edwards
Actually, this has been a busy year for all of the CALA members. The Presidents and Executive Directors of the eleven
jurisdictions, have met three times this year and have directed a number of Task Forces and Committees to work on
behalf of the Architectural Profession. Typically, CALA meets twice a year but federal funding for the development of
the BEFA program enabled the extra meeting.

International Relations Committee - This committee has completed an inter-recognition agreement with NCARB
that recognizes both professions have equal standing, the agreement has been ratified by all eleven Canadian
Jurisdictions and thirty-five states (at time of writing this). The agreement recognizes that both the Canadian
Regulators and NCARB have similar licensing requirements and with one year of post licensure work can apply to work
in either country.
The Tri National Agreement with Mexico and the United States has not changed since last year and the agreement is
in its pilot process where each country submits a portfolio to the other countries so the standards and application
forms can be verified. The pilot recently conducted interviews for the first pilot program that has been extended for
another year to enable suitable Canadian applicants to undergo the evaluation process.
The IRC is working with both the Asia Pacific Rim countries (APEC) and the Architects Council of Europe (ACE) to
determine the steps required to develop an agreement with these countries. The Federal government has approved the
funding application and over the next two years a detailed proposal for the development of a mutual recognition
agreement (MRA) with both groups will be developed. There are many considerations from education, experience and
title to be considered and the committee will be arranging several workshops with the regulators to discuss the issues
as they develop.
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Canadian Exam Committee - The exam has completed five sittings since it started with an average pass rate in the
mid 70%. All sittings have been in November of each year. They are currently developing new questions and are
working to see if the exam can be offered more than once a year. The exam questions need constant updating to be
up-to-date with current codes and standards of practice.
Canadian Architectural Certification Board Standing Committee - This is an ongoing committee that is currently
working with both the Canadian Schools of Architecture (CCUSA) and the board of CACB to develop a validation
conference to be held in 2014. This conference will have several parts that will ask the profession what skills will be
required by architects as we go forward as well as what skills are being learned in the school or as part of the
practical IAP program. Recently a survey was conducted of practices and recent graduates, interns and students to
establish some criteria for the conference. The committee has engaged a facilitator to help organize and develop the
questions to be tabled. Anyone who wishes can submit a paper to the committee.
The regulators also approved an increase in the size of the CACB Board in recognition of the extra work that has been
requested of CACB in the administration of the BEFA program. The committee has concluded its work on the
conditions and procedures for the accreditation of the Schools of Architecture, which have been approved by the
regulators.

BEFA Task Force - This task force has concluded the development of the Broadly Experienced Foreign Architects
(BEFA) program which is administered by the CACB on behalf of the regulators. It was officially launched in
September 2012 and the final pilot training session for assessors was concluded in March of 2013. To date, we have
had eleven individuals successfully complete the process, two of which are from Saskatchewan with a further sixtytwo in the program. I must comment that with the assistance of both Janelle Unrau and Judy Pestrak a process has
been successfully worked out to allow a Saskatchewan applicant to be recognized as our Act does not permit a BEFA
process, the only one in the country. Janelle and your executive have met with the government and have found a way
that BEFA candidates from Saskatchewan can directly apply for registration.
Intern Architect Program - The committee working on this is looking at the reporting system and the number of
hours that each graduate has to undertake in each category. It is currently looking to reduce the number of
discretionary hours and will be discussed more fully at the upcoming validation conference which may look at ways
of integrating parts of the program with the education process in an attempt to make the journey of becoming an
Architect beneficial.
Thanks should be given to Paul Blazer, Bob Burnyeat and Janelle Unrau who represented Saskatchewan at these
meetings and read through a pile of reports. You will hear more from them in their reports. If there are questions I
would be happy to try and answer them.
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SASKATCHEWAN BUILDING AND ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS APPEAL BOARD (SBAS)
Arnold Dobroskay
The SBAS Appeal Board continues to hear appeals by building owners related to building official orders and exemptions
from accessibility standards. Over the years, appeals have ranged from orders related to seasonal dwellings to
owners of northern mining facilities requesting exemptions from the accessibility requirements. In the recent past,
appeals were related to contraventions by owners who were not aware of the code requirements and then, through
the appeal process, attempted to have the order reversed or relaxed. Most recent appeals have involved orders from
building officials that, if better written and communicated to the owner, would prevent the need for a formal appeal
hearing. For this reason the Chief Building Official of Saskatchewan is working with the Building Officials to improve
the writing of orders.
One area that I again would like to bring up, because it should be of interest to architects, is the provision of the act
for an owner of a building or proposed building to apply to the appeal board for an order exempting the owner from
compliance with all or part of the accessibility standards. According to the UBAS Act paragraph 12(3)
“The appeal board may grant an order exempting the owner of a building or proposed building form compliance with
all or any part of the accessibility standards to the extent and on the conditions that the appeal board considers
necessary where the appeal board is satisfied that:
(a) Compliance with the accessibility standards would cause the owner undue hardship;
(b) Compliance with the accessibility standards would prevent optimum utilization of land by the owner;
(c) Compliance with accessibility standards is, in the opinion of the appeal board, impractical or inappropriate; or
(d) A proposal submitted by the owner will provide accessibility that is equal or better than that which is required
or intended by the accessibility standards.
This is one area of the appeal provision over the past ten years that I have seldom seen used.
In addition to hearing SBAS appeals, the board is currently holding meetings to provide renewed scope and objectives
of the appeal board. Our goal is to provide recommendations to the Corrections, Public Safety and Policing (CPSP) fur
further refinement and then report to the Minister of CPSP.

Current SBAS Appeal Board Members:
MEMBER

AFFILIATION

Arnold Dobraskay (Chair)

Saskatchewan Association of Architects

Keith Hanson (Vice Chair)

Saskatchewan Home Builders’ Association

Leonard Gendall (Secretary)

Saskatchewan Government Services

Helen Christensen

Interior Designers Association of Saskatchewan

Jake Meyer

Saskatchewan Urban Municipalities Association

Michael Sazynski

Saskatchewan Applied Science Technologists and Technicians
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SASKATCHEWAN BID DEPOSITORY INCORPORATED
Bob Burnyeat and Alton Tangedal

Regularly scheduled meetings of the Saskatchewan Bid Depository Incorporated (SBDI) Board and Rules Review
Committee were held in 2012 with the AGM held February 21, 2013. SBDI administration is working well with the
local construction associations, playing an active educational role. The Saskatoon Construction Association continues
with all SBDI administration including accounting. It is important to note that the SBDI Manual is now only offered
electronically, accessed via the SBDI website. Participation by the Board is provincial in nature and continues to
include representation by the SAA.
SBDI use has continued to decline over the past decade or so despite the recent surge in Saskatchewan’s
construction industry. These past three years (2010, 2011 and 2012) have seen a significant drop in the use of the
SBDI. There continues to be debate as to whether the SBDI should continue as an entity. There appears to be support
at the sub-trade level as these groups see the value of the system in terms of protection of bids and pricing, but the
Board struggles with support from the larger general contractors, some client groups and a younger generation of
architects and specification writers who appear to be less familiar with the system and its perceived benefits. In many
instances, the continued use of SBDI is governed by historical precedent of architects and some client groups. The
challenge continues to be the education of client groups as to what the benefits of the use of SBDI are for them
compared to what is perceived as potential limitations.
The SBDI Board had begun to undertake an initiative to do some market research to try and gauge support for the
organization. This work has not continued, largely due to the limited time commitments of the volunteer board.
There have been discussions regarding the implementation of electronic tendering as a replacement for the bid
depository, as has been initiated in British Columbia. Colleagues in British Columbia have offered assistance in the
discussion of possible implementation of this system and this will continue to be discussed. LEED and
commissioning and their application and effect on SBDI will continue to be discussed. This and other work is
on-going by SBDI members and sub-committees.
SBDI President Fraser Sutherland and the entire Board will work over the next year to continue operations and determine
if SBDI is a tool desired by the construction industry in Saskatchewan or whether other vehicles for protected tendering
prove to be an acceptable alternative for the Saskatchewan construction market.
The SBDI website can be found at: www.sbdi.ca
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MUNICIPAL HERITAGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE - REGINA
Raymond Plosker
The Regina Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee (MHAC) reports to Regina Planning Commission. MHAC is
authorized to advise on any matter arising out of The Heritage Property Act. MHAC consists of 13 members appointed
by resolution of the City Council and includes representatives from:
• A member of City Council
• Community Planning Association of Canada
• Heritage Regina
• Regina and District Chamber of Commerce
• RCMP Heritage Museum
• Regina Multicultural Council
• Regina Plains Museum
• Regina Public Library (Prairie History Collection)
• Saskatchewan Association of Architects
• Saskatchewan Association of Landscape Architects
• Three members of the general public who are residents of the city
The committee was guided by a work plan that identifies the following deliverables:
• Improved Heritage Awards program, ceremony, categories, and criteria
• Provide recommendations to the administration regarding development of new OCP (official community plan)
during the year
• Promotion and awareness of events
• Provide recommendations to the Regina Planning Commission, City Council and administration regarding the
conservation of neighbourhood integrity
• Provide input on the heritage designation form
• Provide advice and understanding of the history of Aboriginal people in Regina and the surrounding district
Fred Clipsham, a long-time serving council member was replaced as council liaison by Councillor John Findura.
Thanks went out to Fred for his dedication and insight on heritage issues.
Recommendation was given by MHAC for the approval of proposed alterations to the Royal Canadian Legion Branch
No. 1 building, for a parking structure, focusing on preservation of the Memorial Hall portion and facade.
Representatives of MHAC attended the Heritage Saskatchewan Forum in February and the National Heritage
Conference in November.
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A report with recommendations for strategies for protection and recognition for the site of the Regina Indian Industrial
School cemetery was prepared by a sub-committee of the MHAC. Further consultation between the Administration
and senior levels of government were recommended.
A sub-committee of MHAC members was formed to participate in the development of the Official Community Plan
(OCP) and the Cultural Plan. The OCP was formalized for adoption by the City in December 2013. Within the next 30
years, it is anticipated that 70-per cent of the city’s expansion will take place outside current city limits with a
population that could reach 300,000.
MHAC reviewed submissions for the 2013 Municipal Heritage Awards. The awards will be presented at a ceremony
held during Heritage Week in February of 2014. The awards help focus community attention on the importance of
our heritage and the unique contributions of the award winners.

Education
EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Lyle Wiebe and Ray Gosselin
The past year has been eventful for the Education Committee ensuring a strong education delivery process for the
membership. Increased responsibilities are anticipated delivering more education-related opportunities such as
anticipated by the proposed School of Architecture at the University of Saskatchewan. Education, after all, enables
architects to keep current, master new knowledge and skills, plan for the future, and responsibly meet the role
society entrusts to our professionals.
The Education Committee has proactively engaged in the following programs: Mandatory Continuing Education
Program; 2014 Bursary Program; ExAC; IAP/CERB; RAIC Syllabus Program; Mutual Recognition Agreement between
NCARB and CALA CALA Practice Survey 2013.

Mandatory Continuing Education Program
Since continuing education is a mandatory requirement for all registered architects practicing in the Province of
Saskatchewan, numerous offerings were made available enabling many to complete or surpass core-learning and
self-directed requirements as the end of the first cycle approaches on June 30, 2014. The following continuing
education offerings (apart from AGM programs) were approved:
• September 2013 - Introduction to P3’s, Elbow Saskatchewan
• October 2013 - Building Saskatchewan Green Conference, Saskatoon, CAGBC, Saskatchewan Chapter
• October 2013 - Essential Leadership + Business Development Skills
• February 2014 - Fast Forward for Construction, Lean Leadership, Regina & Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
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2014 Bursary Program
In order to encourage the growth of a vibrant profession, a Bursary Award Program was continued for graduates of a
qualifying architectural degree program. Deadline for submissions was March 15, 2014.
Bursary recipients are chosen annually by the Education Committee. Each qualifying recipient receives a Bursary
Award for $10,000. The Bursary Award in the form of a repayable reward is forgiven when the recipient completes
three years of internship and employment in Saskatchewan.
Internship requirements are directly specified by the Canadian Architectural Licensing Authority (CALA) Internship in
Architecture Program, and specifically Appendix B - Saskatchewan. The IAP documents are available at www.
saskarchitects.com
The Education Committee reviewed the previous Bursary Agreement making adjustments by bringing alignment with
IAP requirements and replacing the forgivable loan with a repayable loan. The committee adjudicates the SAA
Bursary Award Program and eagerly prepares to award new recipients. Since the program began, 15 interns have
been awarded bursaries with three recipients chosen last year. Financially, SAA reserves no longer fund this program.

ExAC Program
The SAA administers the Canadian Examination for Architecture once annually. The ExAC is an experience based
examination. The foundation of the examination is based upon a set of general and specific objectives developed,
reviewed and approved at the outset by a selected group of experienced architects from three founding parties: (OAA,
OAQ and AAA). These objectives define the areas and level of knowledge used to demonstrate competencies of the
architectural profession.
On November 4 and 5, 2013, eight Interns participated in ExAC.

IAP/CERB
The Internship in Architecture Program (IAP) has been established by CALA to maintain a program of architectural
registration/licensing in Canada that is both meaningful and effective. IAP is designed to complete the education
requirement to become a registered architect.
The Education Committee wishes to thank Jim McEwen for his quarterly CERB reviews. Since replacing Ted Rusik, Jim
has volunteered countless hours towards the program.
Jim McEwen’s innovative contributions towards IAP/CERB delivery are as follows:
• Modification of requirements by interns regarding submissions especially consistency of submissions. The
process ensures Interns are accountable for the accuracy of submissions.
• IAP/CERB summary tracking sheets were modified to improve the Intern communication process in terms of
tracking hours and eligibility for membership.
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RAIC Syllabus Program
The mission of the RAIC Syllabus is to provide architectural education nationally through practical experience and
courses of study for aspiring and current members of the profession, and members of the public with a personal interest
in architecture.
The Memorandum of Understanding with Athabasca University states that the RAIC Syllabus Advisory Council has a
sole responsibility of developing and maintaining studio program and work experience standards. This program is
then administered by the coordinators, by delivering content to students enrolled in each studio. Athabasca also has
an Advisory Committee which is responsible for giving advice on program design, curriculum content as well as
delivery for the online academic courses. This committee is composed of the following individuals:
• Chair of RAIC Centre for Architecture;
• two external academics from other Athabasca departments;
• two licensed architects;
• one Syllabus graduate;
• RAIC Syllabus Director
All newly developed Syllabus courses will be shared with the CACB who will continue to review content for
compliance so that each student is able to acquire their license.
Recently changes to the RAIC Program including available courses offered to Syllabus recipients have been reviewed
by the Education Committee and coordinators of the RAIC Syllabus program: Lee Ann Croft - Syllabus Coordinator
(South) and Lyle Wiebe Syllabus Coordinator (North) to address alignment issues with IAP program requirements.

CALA Practice Survey 2013
CALA has conducted two national surveys - one directed at architectural practices and the other directed at interns
and recently registered members. The purpose is to gather information and data to support the Canadian
Architectural Certification Board (CACB) in hosting a Validation conference in 2014, along with all of the Canadian
Architectural Regulators and the Canadian Council of University Schools of Architecture. In preparation for the
validation conference, it is important for regulatory bodies to ask some questions of architectural practitioners and
interns. The focus of this conference is on the education of the profession and the internship process that occurs
between graduation and licensure. The last validation was undertaken about 12 years ago. A component of the
conference is preparation of position papers and discussion of current issues and future directions by assessing
current education delivery and whether graduates are adequately prepared for internship. The goal is to better
understand where improvements can be made to meet the needs and expectations of the profession when it comes
to architectural education and internship.
A Saskatchewan segment of the CALA 2013 Practice Survey results prepared by Framework Partners Inc., authors
of the survey, was presented to the SAA in November, 2013. Twenty three members from Saskatchewan
participated in the survey.
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A Saskatchewan segment of the CALA 2013 Intern Survey results prepared by Framework Partners Inc. was presented
to the SAA in October, 2013. A total of 31 Interns participated in the survey: 21 Interns from Saskatoon and 10
Interns from Regina participated in the survey.
Conclusive information for both surveys will be presented at the Validation Conference planned for 2014.

INTERNSHIP IN ARCHITECTURE PROGRAM
Jim McEwen
The continuing option of Examination for Architects in Canada (ExAC) has remained the preferred approach among
SAA Interns in 2013, as 8 candidates have written some or all of the ExAC exams this year, and no Interns have
written the NCARB exams.
The results for Saskatchewan candidates who wrote the exam sections in November 2013 are as follows:
ExAC

PASS

FAIL

Section 1
Section 2
Section 3
Section 4

5
3
4
4

2
3
3
3

RAIC SYLLABUS PROGRAM
Lyle Wiebe - RAIC Syllabus Coordinator for Northern Saskatchewan
LeeAnn Croft - RAIC Syllabus Coordinator for Southern Saskatchewan
The 2013/2014 registrants in the RAIC Syllabus Program, Saskatchewan Chapters are listed in the following charts.

Term 2 2013
SOUTHERN STUDENTS

ID

PART

STUDIO

Nathan Brenner		
Jessica Gibson		

SK080006
SK120001

2
1

D3

NORTHERN STUDENTS

ID

PART

STUDIO

Sarah Robertson		
Maret Johnson		
Ritesh Mistry		

SK080007
SK080008
SK120002

2
2
1

THEORY

HIST

TECH

REG ONLY

THEORY

HIST

TECH

REG ONLY

TH3

H4
H4

TH4

D3
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Term 1 2014
SOUTHERN STUDENTS

ID

PART

STUDIO

Nathan Brenner		
Jessica Gibson		

SK080006
SK120001

2
1

RAIC400

NORTHERN STUDENTS

ID

PART

STUDIO

Sarah Robertson		
Maret Johnson		
Ritesh Mistry		

SK080007
SK080008
SK120002

2
2
1

RAIC600
RAIC600
RAIC400

THEORY

HIST

TECH

REG ONLY

THEORY

HIST

TECH

REG ONLY

Students in Regina and Saskatoon are continuing to excel in their Syllabus pursuits at various levels of the program.
Currently there are five students registered in the program, two in Regina and three in Saskatoon. The first term of
2014 sees four students active in studios and one on hiatus.
We have not had any new students enroll in the program in Saskatchewan since 2012 and have seen a decrease in
numbers over the last two years as students have either moved away or chosen to pursue alternative areas of study.
We continue to use the Adobe Connect software provided through the RAIC and Athabasca University to bring Regina
and Saskatoon students together for shared studios. The current D4 studio is held through this medium with students
and mentors from each city meeting weekly for reviews via a shared online meeting room. The students continue to
collaborate outside of the formally arranged times as well.
We have had a lot of positive feedback from students regarding this attempt to create a studio atmosphere in our
small center and are finding students are structuring there courses to time them to align with others in the same
design studio where possible.
The Syllabus Program continues to receive great support from members of the SAA through their roles as studio
mentors and jurors. We continue to act as mentors and coordinators within the program and would like to offer special
thanks to all those who participated as Studio Mentors throughout the year including: Chris Kailing, Bertrand Bartake,
Robyn Robertson, Vanessa Keilback, Louis Aussant, Lance Steele and David Kury. We would offer these people and all
those who participated as jury members throughout the year, the appreciation of the students, the Syllabus Program
and Saskatchewan Association of Architects for their earnest contribution.
Thanks also to Wade Klassen who has filled the position of Student Representative for Saskatchewan, until this term
when Jessica Gibson and Maret Johnson will be taking over the role.

National RAIC Syllabus Update
There have been significant changes with the Syllabus Program on the national front, not the least of which has been
the closing of the Vancouver office and appointment of a new registrar and director for the program. Below is an
organizational chart showing these new positions.
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The new director, David Craddock has been issuing regular newsletters to the coordinators intended to provide a
platform to discuss news at the national office and address questions and concerns that have arisen from students,
coordinators and at the Syllabus National Advisory Council (SNAC) level.
Below is his description of this org chart taken from the Syllabus Director Newsletter No.01, Jan. 22, 2014:
The Syllabus Program is operated directly by the RAIC Board of directors and its governance is through a steering
Committee of RAIC members (the SNAC) which is mandated to develop and oversee the program as a Practicebased program. This committee, currently headed by Mr. Gordon Richards, FRAIC, will meet periodically to review
and develop the program and to ensure it is consistent with the history and goals of the program. It is important
to realize that this advisory committee will report through the Syllabus Director and/or the SNAC Chair directly to
the RAIC Board. The RAIC Board ultimately will make all decisions related to the program, the relationship of the
program to its academic provider at Athabasca University and its reporting to the Canadian Architectural
Certification Board (CACB) and the Regulators. In these regards, there is an overall 2012 Memorandum of
Agreement between the RAIC and Athabasca for the provision of the Syllabus academic courses and there is a
working Agreement with the CACB about the certification of the Syllabus Studio Program, the Syllabus Work
Experience Requirements and the course content of the Syllabus program that is delivered through Athabasca.
Both the SNAC and the position of the Syllabus Director are voluntary positions and are filled by the agreement
and direction of the RAIC Board.

The Certification of the Program and the CACB
Below is the Director’s update on the CACB review, taken from the Syllabus Director Newsletter No.01, Jan. 22, 2014:
As mentioned above, the Syllabus Program continues to be a non-Accredited Architectural program that
eventually leads through individual student assessment and review of their Syllabus program experience (called
“Certification”) in a similar manner that all candidates from non- Accredited programs of Architecture are
evaluated and awarded a Diploma that enables the candidate to present it to one of the Provincial Regulators
and receive licensure to practice in that Province. That process continues unaltered by our program and will
continue in 2014.
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The CACB makes its determination of the Syllabus student based upon the known parameters of the Program and
the submission and declarations by the RAIC that the candidate has met the ongoing program standards and is
worthy of review and certification for a Diploma in architecture. For that reason, the RAIC Syllabus office will
continually keep the CACB abreast of the program and also keep it informed of any changes or enhancements to
the Program. The RAIC Executive Director, Jim McKee and myself have met with the CACB on an annual basis for
the past three years and have supplied the necessary information and assurances that the program is essentially
the same program that they have reviewed and approved for the past several decades. We are committed to a
continuous level of review and improvement to meet the standards and expectations of the CACB. In that regard,
we will be meeting with the CACB this winter and spring to review and document the new course offerings at
Athabasca and to review and discuss the new standards for Practice, as well as the updated program inherent in
the Studio modules.
Related to this, the CACB is undertaking the “Educating Future Architects” conference process to seek industry wide
input over the entire development of the education and intern process leading to the licensure of architects in
Canada. The conference is slated for September 26 and 27 in St. Sauveur, Quebec and the mandate will extend well
beyond a validation conference and serve as a forum for “dialogue on the emerging and future educational,
internship needs of architects”. From the discussions at this conference, the CACB Board will review and determine
future decisions and implementations. The director has stated:
“While its focus will dwell on the current Validation and Accreditation for the eleven Accredited schools of
Architecture, the longer lasting results of this review will undoubtedly colour the continued update and
improvements to the Syllabus program in the next 5 years. While we say the current renewal has been completed, we
also recognize that upon the completion of the upcoming Validation process, there will be lessons learned and
expectations for us to improve our Certified program to stay in step with the University route of education and
licensure.”
Interested parties and organizations are encouraged to send position papers, memorandums or just regular rants to
the organizing committee through the web site of the CACB.

Updates to Athabasca University Courses
The spring 2014 term has marked the first time where all courses are available online from Athabasca University. The
Syllabus office will be monitoring to hear how all students and coordinators feel about the new courses, as they will
be able to improve or modify them as needed to suit program needs.

Updates to Studio Program
At the end of 2013, new Studio modules were made available to coordinators for use starting in spring 2014. These
updated guidelines were the result of a long process to update the content and unify expectation and will be seen as
a work in progress with a ‘due date’ of December 2014. As coordinators deliver the studios in Term 1 and 2 of this
year, we will continue to review and determine what further improvements in program, emphasis, resources, etc., are
needed to make them better.
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Athabasca B.Sci (Arch) program at the RAIC Centre of Architecture
As we write this report, we are expecting to hear in the next week or so of the official announcement to the profession,
jointly by Athabasca University (AU) and the RAIC, of the successful launch of the Athabasca B.Sci (Arch) program at
the RAIC Centre of Architecture. The director has indicated that, “this is an important step for AU as it will enable them
to add additional resources and staff to their program which will in turn increase the courses and resources available
to our Syllabus Program students. We soon will have software and other resources available to our students which will
broaden their skills affordably.”

RAIC Foundation to Award First Annual Kiyoshi Matsuzaki Syllabus Scholarship
In March it was announced that the RAIC Foundation will award the Kiyoshi Matsuzaki award to a Syllabus student
who has completed at least 50% of the program and is worth recognition as a Syllabus scholar. It will also provide a
substantial financial benefit to assist in completing the program. Applications and qualifications with nominations
were requested by March 31 and the award will be presented at the Festival in Winnipeg.

Program Advanced Standings
A new process has started for the review and award of advanced standing for students who qualify for that
consideration. We have been informed by the director that, “this process is being led by the AU Advanced Placement
Office and their review is recognized across Canada by the other universities. It is then reviewed by the RAIC Syllabus
Program office and will enable our students to gain recognition for previous course experience.” The RAIC will carefully
monitor this process to determine if it is successful in real world application and that our students indeed have the
appropriate skills that the course work should provide. More information will be available once the B.Sc. (Arch)
program is unveiled, as this advanced standing will also count equally for completion, if desired, of the B.Sc. (Arch)
and PBDA programs at Athabasca University.
In addition, a more structured program of granting advanced standing to candidates who have completed similar
studio programs in architecture at qualified universities or similar institutions is also being piloted. More information
will be available on this in the coming months.

SENATE REPRESENTATIVE - UNIVERSITY OF REGINA
Bernie Flaman
I have replaced Brian Saunders as the Saskatchewan Association of Architects representative on University of Regina
Senate. The appointment is for three years effective July 1, 2013 to June 30, 2016. Typically there are three meetings
per year in October, February and June. I attended my first meeting on October 18, 2013, held in the 5th floor
meeting room of the Administration and Humanities Building designed by Holiday-Scott and Paine architects.
One of the overriding themes of the meeting and one that is likely to surface again and again, is the future of the
liberal arts, one of the foundations of the University of Regina. With programs such as Engineering, Nursing and
Business Administration being deluged with applications and dwindling applications to liberal arts programs, the
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challenge for the future will be to connect the liberal arts with the professional programs to provide a broad
education and a unique student experience. President Timmons pointed out that many of the current courses in the
Business Administration program come from the liberal arts.
Highlights of the October 18th meeting included:
• Welcome to the new Chancellor, Dr. Robert James (Jim) Tomkins to the University of Regina.
• President Timmons provided a wide ranging report including addressing head-on the issue of a Special Council
meeting that was held on September 27th with regards to the petition on the non-confidence vote with the
President and Provost. President Timmons assured Senate that the executive team is working hard to address
concerns raised mainly around the budgeting process, reporting and transparency. President Timmons also
reported on the outcome of a research audit by the Provincial Auditor following issues around the
establishment of IPAC-CO2 (International Performance Assessment Centre for Geologic Storage of carbon
dioxide). There are 26 recommendations to implement as a result of the audit.
• The flooding incident at the residences stemming from a broken sprinkler caused between $150,000 to
$200,000 in damages.
• The new Coat of Arms became official on November 1, 2013.
• Senate heard the outcome of a report revising academic requirements for various programs.
• Senate was given a brief update on the activities undertaken by the Board of Governors since the last Senate
meeting. This included noting a clean unqualified audit opinion for the audited financial statements and
pension plans and an update on the construction of the new residence project designed by Pattison MGM
Architectural Services Ltd.
• University Librarian William Sgrazzutti, Liaison Librarian Gillian Nowlan and University Archivist Mark Vajcner
gave a presentation entitled “Changing Face of University Libraries in the Digital Age”.
Detailed meeting agendas and minutes are available at: http://www.uregina.ca/president/governance/senate/
minutes.html

SENATE REPRESENTATIVE - UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN
Ann March
The full Senate meets in the spring and fall every year. Committees of Senate meet throughout the year as often as
required by the mandate of the particular committee. For those who may be interested in the detailed workings of
the University of Saskatchewan Senate, official records of Senate meetings are available at the University of
Saskatchewan website.
The highlight of the April 2013 Senate Meeting was the appointment by Senate of Blaine Favel as Chancellor of the
University for a three year term effective July 1, 2013. He is the University’s first aboriginal Chancellor.
Discussions at that meeting covered a variety of topics: Minor Revisions to the Senate Bylaws to bring them in line
with the University of Saskatchewan Act, the formation of an Education Committee of Senate to allow a forum for
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discussion of topics of interest to Senate regarding the University, and changes related to the student discipline and
appeal board.
Modifications were made to entrance requirements for a number of colleges, notably the College of Medicine where
the entrance requirements will become more stringent and so be brought in line with other colleges across Canada.
Enrollment at the university continued to experience moderate growth overall.
The meeting included a tribute to outgoing Chancellor Vera Pezer who has held the post since 2007.
The October meeting was a continuation of many discussion items from April.
Senate Bylaws and nominations procedures were discussed at some length. The long running Open Studies
program at the university was disestablished.
The highlight of this meeting was a report on Aboriginal Engagement Activity from the university’s Director of First
Nations and Métis Engagement and the Special Advisor on Aboriginal Initiatives. These two presenters provided a
lively, informative and positive report on their activities with the university.
In addition to the two regular meetings of Senate, Senate members are encouraged to participate in the spring and
fall convocations and on Senate Committees. Over my terms on Senate I have been able to regularly attend Spring
Convocation and always enjoyed the experience. I am a member of the Senate Hearing Board for Non-academic
Student Discipline and Appeals and continue to serve as chair of the Senate Nominations Committee.

SIAST PALLISER CAMPUS - ARCHITECTURAL AND BUILDING/INTERIOR TECHNOLOGIES
Justin Wotherspoon
Name Change. The program has changed from two programs, Architectural and Building Technologies and
Architectural and Interior Technologies, to a single program with two “areas of concentration.” There is no change in
curriculum. The traditional distinction in concentration will be reflected on transcripts and diplomas.
Program Intake and Employment. The program had an intake of 42 students in fall of 2013. Thirty three students
remain. An additional thirty students are currently on work terms. Waiting lists for admission into the program have
been declining.

The 2014 graduating class has 15 students in the Building Construction concentration and another 17 in the
Interiors concentration. Almost all of these students are already employed with previous work term employers. The
program thanks employers for their continued support.
SAA Assistance. The SAA remains an important part of the program at SIAST. SAA member Rod Stutt remains as
program head, and several architects continue to be occasional lecturers. SAA members also volunteer time as guest
critics at design charities during the year and sit on the program’s Advisory Board. The program thanks the SAA for
their continued support.
Future Initiatives. SIAST continues to review the development of a bachelor degree program that could be used as a
stepping stone for students to advance to a Master of Architecture program.
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Communications
COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE
Raymond Plosker and Rob Beug
The SAA Communications Committee was active in a number of areas including developing policy for placement of
advertising on the SAA website and developing discussion points for P3 Bundling. Following on the previous work
by the Branding Sub-committee on implementing the new SAA branding for logo, letterhead, certificates and seal, we
have provided recommendations for revisiting bylaws 27 and 30 for the use the SAA seal on all advertising and site
signs. Once finalized, guidelines for the use of SAA identification will be prepared for the members’ use. A new
Certificate of Practice was developed with help from Christian Jenson as a spinoff of the rebranding process. We still
have work to do regarding re-formatting of documents available for members’ use such as the Fee Schedule and
Appendix B (Phase/Service Matrix), which will be available as members’ resources on the new website.
There is ongoing development on the website design. It is still a work in progress and admittedly has not progressed
as quickly as hoped. Christy Weese has been working with the committee to help update the written components,
based on content from the current website. Annette Horvath has been our support within the SAA administration.
Direction will be given to Herrainco on the content so they can provide the mock-up design of the website. They
seem to want all information but we feel they can get started on the look of the website using stock images or text
developed now. We will need to determine how much photographic content will be included and in what context it
will be used. Further work needs to be done prior to requesting submissions of project photos from member firms.
The SAA Book, “Architecture of Saskatchewan, A Visual Journey, 1930 - 2011” was officially launched at last year’s
AGM in Regina as well as at book stores in Regina and Saskatoon. Many thanks to Bernie Flaman for his excellent
work and dedication to the book project to see it come to fruition!
Well-wishes were passed on to Frank Korvemaker upon his retirement from the Saskatchewan Archives. Frank will
carry on with his work with the Saskatchewan Association of Architects to archive our history.
The following sub-committees report through the Communication Committee: Design Council of Saskatchewan,
Prairie Design Awards, RAIC Regional Representative, and Saskatchewan School of Architecture. The following
reports outline progress under each of these initiatives.

DESIGN COUNCIL OF SASKATCHEWAN
Jeff Howlett
The Design Council of Saskatchewan is the collective voice of six associations representing design professionals
working in the disciplines of architecture, community planning, engineering, graphic design, interior design and
landscape architecture. It was established to promote public awareness and understanding of applied design.
Hosting Design Week is the major initiative of the Council and it is held every two years.
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Design Week was held this year in Saskatoon from October 21 to 25. The week is an open invitation to learn about
the different areas of design through a series of free lectures, all open to the general public. Lecturers included Brian
MacKay-Lyons of MacKay-Lyons Sweetapple Architects, Duane Palibroda of Fast + Epp, Udo Schliemann of Entro
Communications and Landscape Architect Denise Husband.
The week ended with Lounging at the Loft - a night of music, celebration and socializing highlighted by the
announcement of the winners of the Premier’s Design Awards program.
Winners are as follows:
Architecture:
• Premier’s Award of Excellence in Design: University of Saskatchewan Graduate Residence - Saskatoon, SK - 		
Stantec Architecture Ltd.
• Award of Merit: Arcola Community School - Regina, SK - P3 Architecture
Community Planning:
• Award of Merit: College Quarter Master Plan, University of Saskatchewan - Saskatoon, SK - Brook McIlroy Inc.
Engineering:
• Premier’s Award of Excellence in Design: Electro Separation Cell (ESC) - Ground Effects Environmental Services Inc.
Graphic Design:
• Premier’s Award of Excellence in Design: Hansen Ross Pottery: Pioneering Fine Craft on the Prairies - Catharine
Bradbury, Bradbury Branding & Design
• Award of Merit: Germ Smart Awareness Campaign, Saskatoon Health Region - Christian Jensen, Christian Jensen
Communication Design
• Award of Merit: Ness Creek Music Festival, Visual Identity - Colin McFadyen, Refresh
• Award of Merit: Saskatoon Public Library, 2012 Numbers Campaign - Tim Neal (CD), David Melashenko, Rebecca
Harbin & Pam Cradock, Tap Communications
Interior Design:
• Premier’s Award of Excellence in Design: Saskatchewan Hockey Hall of Fame - Swift Current, SK - P3 Architecture
• Award of Merit: University of Saskatchewan Nursing Program - Regina, SK - Stantec Architecture Ltd.
• Award of Merit: Affinity Credit Union Campus - Saskatoon, SK - Kindrachuk Agrey Architecture
Landscape Architecture:
• Premier’s Award of Excellence in Design: Stonebridge Special Use Parks - Saskatoon, SK - Stantec Consulting Ltd.
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Integrated Design Category:
• Award of Merit: Kinsmen Park & Area Master Plan - Saskatoon, SK - space2space design inc. / Matthew
Woodruff Architecture / Id a public art consulting / Associated Engineering in collaboration with the City of
Saskatoon, PotashCorp, the Kinsmen Club of Saskatoon and the Meewasin Valley Authority.
The SAA Representatives for the year were Craig Cowan and Jeff Howlett.
For more information about Design Week and the Design Council of Saskatchewan, please visit www.designcouncil.sk.ca.

PRAIRIE DESIGN AWARDS
Jeff Howlett
Every two years, the Alberta Association of Architects (AAA), the Saskatchewan Association of Architects (SAA) and
the Manitoba Association of Architects (MAA) celebrate those setting new standards of creativity and skill in
architecture, landscape architecture and interior design. The next awards will be hosted by MAA in conjunction with
the RAIC Festival of Architecture in Winnipeg from May 28th-31st.
Categories for the 2014 awards are: Recent Work, Interior Design, Landscape Architecture, and Small Projects. Two
types of awards may be granted: Award of Excellence and Award of Merit.
Saskatchewan is scheduled to host the awards in 2016.

RAIC REGIONAL DIRECTOR
Michael Cox
I’m pleased to bring greetings to all our colleagues of the Saskatchewan Association of Architects (SAA) in my
capacity as RAIC Regional Director for Saskatchewan and Manitoba.
The RAIC values its important relationship with the SAA, and we appreciate the important work done in Saskatchewan
to advance architecture.
I would like to take this opportunity to report on some of the activities the RAIC has accomplished over the past year
on behalf of architects and architecture.
2013 marked the second time RAIC has teamed with Interior Designers of Canada (IDC) to jointly present IIDEX
Canada in Toronto. IIDEX Canada is the pre-eminent design showcase in Canada. By getting directly involved with the
show - in the selection of keynotes, organization of continuing education sessions - RAIC intends to build the
architectural dimension of the show, and raise awareness of the key role architects play in the design and
development of liveable cities and communities. The 2014 edition of IIDEX will take place December 3-4, concurrent
with Construct Canada at the Toronto Convention Centre, and we believe this will only increase the potential
attendance for the show.
We view IIDEX Canada as a complement to our annual Festival, which continues to be presented across the country
in partnership with provincial and territorial regulatory bodies. In June of this year, we were pleased to follow up our
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successful 2013 partnership with the Nova Scotia Association of Architects to join with the Manitoba Association of
Architects to present the 2014 Festival May 28-31 in Winnipeg.
RAIC is pleased to work collegially with all of the provincial and territorial regulators through CALA - the Canadian
Architectural Licensing Authorities. In 2012, we successfully completed a major project to put in place an innovative
new competencies-based program for assessing Broadly Experienced Foreign Architects (BEFA) for licensure, while
ensuring that Canadian standards of practice were upheld. This project - made possible by $2 million in funding from
Human Resources and Skills Development Canada (HRSDC) and administered by RAIC - was completed with the
unanimous support of all of Canada’s licensing authorities. It was launched in September of 2012 and is being
operated by the Canadian Architectural Certification Board (CACB).
This track record of success undoubtedly informed the decision by HRSDC this past November to confirm funding
support in excess of $800,000 for a new project by RAIC and CALA to pursue the potential of Mutual Recognition
Agreements (MRAs) with the regulators of the member states of the European Union and the Asia Pacific Economic
Cooperation zone, while renewing the long-standing MRA with the United States and the Tri-National Agreement with
the U.S. and Mexico. The recently-concluded negotiations between Canada and the European Union for a
Comprehensive Economic Trade Agreement (CETA), and similar negotiations now underway for a Trans-Pacific Trade
Partnership, create a favorable context for these discussions to get underway.

Advocacy
As the national advocacy voice for Canadian architects, RAIC engages in government relations on an ongoing basis,
notably through our participation in the Federal/Industry Real Property Advisory Council, a body that brings together
senior representatives from key federal departments involved in procurement, and along with the national
associations representing architects, engineers, interior designers and contractors.
FIRPAC is an important forum for surfacing and addressing issues relating to procurement practices, security
clearances, insurance/liability issues, sustainability, joint project works and government structuring with respect to
Real Property services.
Provincial and territorial regulators have often supported our work by surfacing issues arising first in a specific region
- RAIC welcomes this information when it is provided as it helps us respond in a timely manner.
RAIC also works to support concerted action across the industry, and in this capacity was one of the founding
members of the Institute for Building Information Modelling in Canada (IBC), along with the Association of Consulting
Engineering Companies (ACEC), the Canadian Construction Association (CCA), Construction Specifications Canada
(CSC), and representatives from key clients - including federal and provincial departments engaged in procurement.
IBC’s mission is to promote a coordinated approach to the implementation of BIM in the built environment. In its first
year, IBC launched a website, published an environmental scan of BIM technologies currently in used in the industry,
conducted and published results of a survey of the current state of use of BIM in Canada, and became the Canadian
Chapter of Building Smart International, ensuring that Canada will have a voice in the development of standards for
implementation of BIM worldwide. IBC is now pursuing development of a users’ toolkit, which should see release in 2014.
Similarly, we have RAIC representatives on the Canadian Construction Documents Committee (CCDC) contributing to
updating contract documents. In October of last year, we were pleased to see new editions of CCDC 14 (Design-Build
Stipulated Price Contract) and CCDC 15 (Design Services Contract between Design-Builder and Consultant. Work is
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now well advanced to update CCDC 3 (Cost-Plus Contract) and CCDC 29 (a Guide to Pre-Qualification) as well.
Finally, in 2013 RAIC’s Practice Committee undertook the work of updating its own core Document 6 (Standard Form
of Contract for Architectural Services). To this end, RAIC was pleased to conclude an agreement to use elements of
the Ontario Association of Architects’ Document OAA 600 as part of the updating process. We look forward to
releasing the new edition of RAIC 6 in 2014.

Continuing Education
A core activity of the RAIC is the delivery of leading-edge Continuing Education courses for architects during the
Festival of Architecture.
For those who want to learn and travel, in 2013 RAIC again offered members unique international opportunities
through the sustainable design tour of the Veronafiere/Marmomacc scholarships. In 2014, Marmomacc
scholarships will also be offered in Brazil.

Awards
RAIC administers several awards programs to recognize and encourage excellence in architecture.
In February of 2013, we saw the Governor General’s Medals in Architecture for 2012 formally presented at Rideau
Hall by Governor General David Johnston, and we are pleased to confirm that the 2014 Medals will be presented at a
ceremony on May 13 at Rideau Hall.
We also announced the 2013 RAIC Awards for Excellence, Emerging Architectural Practice, Architectural Firm, Prix du
XXe siècle and Young Architect Awards.
Finally, at the end of last year - November 2013 - we were pleased to present RAIC’s highest honour - the RAIC Gold
Medal - to His Highness the Aga Khan, for his extraordinary contribution as a commissioner of great architectural
works (including the Ismaili Imamat in Ottawa, winner of a 2012 Governor General’s Medal for Architecture), and in
particular his visionary use of architecture as an instrument of constructive social development around the world. His
presentation marked the first time in more than 30 years that a non-architect has received the Gold Medal, and his
nomination was strongly supported by the Canadian architectural community.
In 2013, we have again partnered with the Canada Council to coordinate the Canadian presence at the 2014 Venice
Biennale for Architecture. The Biennale is the Olympics to the profession - a unique opportunity to highlight Canadian
architectural excellence on the international stage. Building on the success of the 2012 Canadian entry - Migrating
Landscapes - the 2014 representative will be Arctic Adaptations: Nunavut at 15. In a landscape of extremes that
oscillates between freeze and thaw, dark and light, accessible and inaccessible, Arctic Adaptations envisions a new
architecture that is adaptive, responsive, and rooted in Nunavut’s unique geography, climate, and culture.

Membership
RAIC always has the goal of bringing value to membership.
Since 1980 when membership became independent of membership in provincial associations, the RAIC has needed
to convince members and potential members of the value of membership. Over the last few years the value of
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membership has been increased through practice support, association support, professional development, awards
programs, and Chapter support.
Continuing to grow our membership is essential to strengthening RAIC’s position as the national advocacy voice for
the profession across Canada. The more members we have, the more credibly and effectively we can speak on behalf
of Canadian architects on issues of concern to the profession. On this count, we appreciate SAA’s ongoing support in
making the case to your members for membership with RAIC.
I hope these details have stirred interest in the RAIC. If you are a member - we know your time, especially volunteer
time, is limited and precious and appreciate all the support we get from architects like yourselves. Join us on a
committee - or send us your comments and ideas, we are happy to have input from the members.
If you’re not a member -why not? Join us - enjoy savings and the benefits of membership while supporting the
Profession. Become part of Canada’s national community of Architects.
It is through the strength of this membership and the commitment of those in the profession that we are able to tell
Canadians, and indeed the world that in Canada - Architecture Matters.

SASKATCHEWAN SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Colin Tennent and Paul Blaser
Colleagues, we bring you an update on progress toward a distinctive Saskatchewan School of Architecture. We are
embarking on three parallel endeavors:
1. Academic awareness and program approval
2. Industry and community awareness and financial support
3. Provincial support

Academic Awareness and Program Approval:
Broad academic support is essential in a collegial environment. To achieve that support, a three part symposium
series on the value of an architecture program to the broader academy was held earlier this year. The response of
academics, students and the general public was an unequivocally positive statement of the exceptional interest in
and desire for a School of Architecture in our province. The areas of focus explored in the series were:
• Material and technical innovation
• Design thinking and teaching
• Environment, culture & community engagement
The success of the symposium series was a key achievement in rallying support from the academic community,
support that will be essential to the approval of the concept of the school by the Academic Council of the university.
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Industry and Community Awareness and Financial Support:
The commitment by the City of Saskatoon to provide the John Deere Plow building in the warehouse district of the
north downtown remains solid. In recent discussions with the Mayor about the school, his Worship confirmed his
enthusiasm and that of his council and senior administration continues to be high. We are also continuing to explore
the design and renewal of the JDP facility in a way that transforms the downtown. We are also discussing the
potential for development partners and possible co-habitants that would contribute to a vibrant design centre in the
city’s north downtown.
The province has advised their need for a demonstration of ‘industry support’ for a program in architecture as a
catalyst for provincial support. The profession of architecture, represented by the Saskatchewan Association of
Architects, has now engaged with the U of S in promoting the concept of a school to a broad array of stakeholders
across the province. In an ambitious and well-coordinated awareness campaign we will approach school boards,
SIAST, corporations, developers, contractors, other design professionals, municipalities and government agencies, all
of whom employ architects and can provide expressions of need in support of the creation of the school as we
prepare to approach the provincial government. These contacts will also be of great value as we contemplate a
capital campaign. Recent indications suggest a strong willingness to donate from many sectors. The connection
between the architecture initiative and the Premier’s vision for the province’s growth is supported in our business
case document.
As all members are undoubtedly aware, despite unprecedented growth in Saskatchewan, government and the
private sector have exercised frugal constraint in the last years. Various current forms of budgetary management at
the university are a prudent exercise in forward planning that will result in a stronger, even more strategically focused
institution. As you may be aware, the reports of two program prioritization task forces were released publicly
December 9, 2013. By May of 2014 we will have a clearer picture of how the university will look going forward as a
result of the actions of the prioritization exercise.
There is a good deal of excitement about entertaining a new and innovative program at the U of S, and, with the
completion of the program prioritization exercise, the university will be poised to consider a bold and progressive
initiative as has been presented to the campus for the program in architecture. The timing is also ideal in that we will
have the results of our province wide awareness campaign in hand. The team will be in a solid position to approach
the provincial government for its support of the program.

Meeting with the Honorable Rob Norris, Minister of Advanced Education
On January 14th, Paul Blaser, Bob Burnyeat and Janelle Unrau met with the Minister Norris on behalf of the SAA to
further understand what was needed to see the school move forward, and what role could best be filled by the
association. At that meeting the SAA represented that members are currently challenged to find qualified
architectural graduates in the province to not only support current work, but to develop architects to carry on the
work of the firms in the future. It was further communicated that these concerns not only have grave consequences
for the profession in Saskatchewan, but also to the economic growth of the province. Encouraging our younger
generation to study architecture and return to the province has always been a challenge, given that they have always
had to leave to undertake those studies. A School of Architecture is a key component and has been demonstrated to
be a desirable addition to post-secondary education here. Our own members recognize these needs. To this end,
each SAA member has contributed financial support to the pursuit of the school.
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From that meeting, Minister Norris indicated that the following items will need to be addressed in a plan to move forward:
1. The University of Saskatchewan must include a School of Architecture in their operating forecast
2. Projection of short & long-term demand for the graduates into the profession in Saskatchewan and the
economic benefits that an influx of architects will bring to the province must be demonstrated.
3. Show of support for capital requirements in the form of promissory notes or in-kind contributions
In addition, it was indicated that the following components would enhance a proposal for a new School of
Architecture
1. Development of a feeder program from SIAST and/or secondary schools
2. Development of an authentic, sustainable program to involve First Nations students with the Native Law
Centre’s success as an example

Provincial Support:
The academic and the industry/community awareness and support campaigns are being directed to culminate in a
submission to the Province of Saskatchewan with a formal request for support of a Saskatchewan School of
Architecture. That request will be presented in context of an overwhelmingly thorough and complete agreement from
many sectors across the province. We anticipate that request will occur in late 2014.

Summary:
In summary, the architecture program proposal has developed during very interesting times, times that have resulted
in revised and even more creative strategies. However, the revisions to our strategies have resulted in a broader and
more diverse network of support. We believe we are on track to achieve an overwhelming approval.
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NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE
Bob Croft
This year we have two members coming off Council: Ray Plosker and myself. Council would like to thank Ray for his
commitment and hard work, most recently with the SAA’s Communication Committee and keeping our members
informed of important notices.
Ray Mark of PCL was joined by Bruce Sparling of the University of Saskatchewan as our Public Appointee members.
Council greatly appreciates their ongoing advice, broad perspective and participation in SAA council discussions.
Of our retiring Councillors, both Ray and I are from Regina. Of the remaining Councilors, three are located in
Saskatoon, and three in Regina. As such, the requirement of Bylaw 5.01 to have at least two Councilors from each of
Regina and Saskatoon is already met by the remaining Councilors.
The SAA is a self-regulating association and therefore is required through The Architects Act, 1996 to have a council
to manage and regulate the affairs and business of the association. SAA Bylaws require a minimum of three
nomimees to fill the two vacant councilor seats. The association not only relies on its members to volunteer their time,
this awesome privilege is required through our legislation.
Five members when initially contacted to consider service on council graciously agreed to let their name stand, yet
upon further contemplation two individuals remain willing to be a council nominee. It is anticipated that the minimum
three nominee requirement will be announced prior to the AGM. As always, additional nominations from the floor will
be called for and accepted. At the AGM, each nominee will provide their credentials and their reasons for wishing to
serve the SAA.
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Minutes of the 2013 Annual
General Meeting of the
Saskatchewan Association of
Architects
Saturday May 11, 2013
Trentino Room, Delta Hotel
Regina SK
MEETING ATTENDEES:
Layne Arthur
Kirk Banadyga
Scott Berger
Roman Bergerman
Lilia Buza
LeeAnn Croft
Dominador Daplas
Willem deLint
Tammi Denby
Kurt Dietrich
Allan Duddridge
David C. Edwards
David W. Edwards
Brian Eldred
Dylan Elliott
Ted Engel
Darrel Epp

Phil Evans
Bernard Flaman
Raymond Gosselin
Don Greer
Isaac Hayes
Keith Henry
Ben Hladun
Gary Hume
Jason Hurd
Harry Jedlic
Vanessa Keilback
Patrick Kelly
William Kelly
Derek Kindrachuk
Heney Klypak
Paul Koopman
Henry Lau

Darlene Machibroda
Kirstin Mahan Thompson
Jim McEwen
Lori McGillivray
John McGinn
Barry McGinn
Grant McKercher
Walter Mikulsky
Roger Mitchell
Frank Moore
Wes Moore
Thomas Nahachewsky
Laurie Njaa
Ron Okumura
Charles Olfert
Reid Pattison
Rory Picklyk

Dan Reeves
Chris Roszell
Brian Saunders
Jim Siemens
Maurice Soulodre
Jeanna South
Patrick Stewart
Richard Stone
Alton Tangedal
Colin Tennent
Rob Tomiyama
Bob Trumbley
Andrew Wallace
Ken Wilson
James Youck
Jim Zimmer

COUNCIL ATTENDEES:

Rob Beug, Paul Blaser, Bob Burnyeat, Bob Croft, Jeff Howlett, Jeff Jurzyniec, Ray Plosker, Lyle Wiebe
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1. Call to Order
The 2013 Annual General Meeting was called to order at 1:35 PM with 71 resident, voting SAA members in
attendance, including 8 Councilors (as per signatures on the register).

2. President’s Welcome
President Bob Croft welcomed all those in attendance. A few moments were taken to acknowledge the history of the
SAA and of architecture in the province. Bob thanked the AGM/ Conference planning committee: Ray Plosker, Rob
Beug, Dylan Elliott, Layne Arthur, LeeAnn Croft, Laura Plosz and Dallas Huard, as well as SAA staff member Annette
Horvath for all of her work. The retirement of SAA honourary member Frank Korvemaker was announced.

3. Acceptance of the Agenda
MOTION: TO accept the agenda of the 2013 Annual General Meeting of the Saskatchewan Association of Architects,
as published.

Moved by: Rory Picklyk

Seconded by: Willem de Lint

Carried

4. Acceptance of the Minutes of the 2012 Annual General Meeting
Don Greer commented that this item should read, ‘Annual General Meeting 2011’. He also remarked that there was an
error in the 2012 Annual General Meeting Minutes - under scrutineers, it should read Trevor Green, not Trevor Greer.
MOTION: TO accept the Minutes of the 2012 Annual General Meeting of the Saskatchewan Association of Architects,
as amended.

Moved by: Don Greer

Seconded by: Walter Mikulsky

Carried

5. Introduction of New Members
The SAA continues to experience growth in membership numbers. There were 66 new members registered in 2012;
22 have been registered so far in 2013.
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6. Recognitions
Bursary Awards were presented by the Education Committee (Jeff Howlett and Lyle Wiebe).
Five applications were received and three bursaries were awarded this year.
BURSARY WINNERS:

• Ellen Wardell
• Brenda-Dale McLean
• Jillian Gerlach
Jilliian was in attendance and was presented with her cheque.

7. Nominating Committee Report & Introduction of Council Member Nominees
Past-President, Jeff Jurzyniec, reported that there would be two positions on Council to be filled, and that four
members let their names be put forward for consideration:
• David W. Edwards
• Ray Gosselin
• Henry Lau
• Daniel Reeves
The first call for nominations from the floor was made.

8. Reports
Bob Croft informed the membership that all reports were published in the annual report and are there for members
to read. Jeff Howlett provided the Secretary-Treasurer’s report verbally.
SECRETARY-TREASURER - JEFF HOWLETT

The SAA is in good financial condition. The Association is currently working on buildings its reserves. Over the past
year the levy that was decided on at last year’s AGM, for the U of S for the School of Architecture efforts, has been
collected and will soon to be transferred to the U of S. The SAA continues to try to define what a normal year of
expenses and expenditures looks like for the Association.
Members were asked if they had questions in regards to any of the reports.
Ken Wilson asked for clarification regarding when earnings on our investments are shown on the books. Janelle
responded: when investments are sold. Dave W. Edwards requested clarification on when the SAA may be required to
pay tax on funds in marked ‘Reserves.’ Janelle will do further looking into this.
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9. Acceptance of Reports
MOTION: TO adopt the 2013 operating budget of the Saskatchewan Association of Architects.

Moved by: Jeff Howlett

Seconded by: Jeff Jurzyniec

Carried

MOTION: TO accept the 2012 audited financial statement of the Saskatchewan Association of Architects.

Moved by: Jeff Howlett

Seconded by: Don Greer

Carried

MOTION: TO accept the 2012 Committee Reports as printed in the 2012 SAA Annual Report.

Moved by: David W. Edwards

Seconded by: David C. Edwards

Carried

10. Bylaw Amendments
The Practice Committee (Bob Burnyeat and Paul Blaser) presented the 2013 Proposed Bylaw Amendments. The
following bylaw amendments were discussed at the Bear Pit Session and were revised to reflect member input. A
complete listing of the 2013 proposed Bylaw amendments, as passed at this meeting, can be found at the end of
these minutes.
2013 BYLAW AMENDMENT RATIFICATIONS BY MEMBERS:

MOTION: TO amend Bylaw 21 - Calculation of Fees by Time and Expenses, as printed in the 2013 Proposed Bylaw
Amendments document and passed by SAA Council on March 11, 2013.

Moved by: Bob Burnyeat

Seconded by: Paul Blaser

Carried

MOTION: TO amend Bylaw 9.05 as printed in the 2013 Proposed Bylaw Amendments document and passed by
Council on June 27, 2012.

Moved by: Paul Blaser

Seconded by: Bob Burnyeat

Carried

2013 PROPOSED BYLAW AMENDMENTS:

MOTION: TO amend Bylaw 2.02 as printed in the 2013 Proposed Bylaw Amendments document.

Moved by: Paul Blaser

Seconded by: Bob Burnyeat

Carried

MOTION: TO amend Bylaw 5.01 as printed in the 2013 Proposed Bylaw Amendments document.

Moved by: Paul Blaser

Seconded by: Bob Burnyeat

Carried

MOTION: TO amend Bylaw 9.01.4 as printed in the 2013 Proposed Bylaw Amendments document.

Moved by: Paul Blaser

Seconded by: Bob Burnyeat

Carried
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MOTION: TO accept amendments to Bylaws 2.03, 9.06, 26.01, 26.02, 26.03, 26.04, 26.05, 26.06 and 32.01.2, as
printed in the 2013 Proposed Bylaw Amendments document, to allow for temporary licensure and membership.

Moved by: Paul Blaser

Seconded by: Bob Burnyeat

Carried

MOTION: TO amend the proposed amendment to Bylaw 26.04, as revised at the Bear Pit Session.

Moved by: Paul Blaser

Seconded by: Bob Burnyeat

Carried, with two opposed

MOTION: TO amend the proposed amendment to Bylaw 26.05, as revised at the Bear Pit Session.

Moved by: Paul Blaser Seconded by: Bob Burnyeat Carried, with one opposed
MOTION: TO amend the proposed amendment to Bylaw 26.06, as revised at the Bear Pit Session.

Moved by: Paul Blaser

Seconded by: Bob Burnyeat

Carried

MOTION: TO amend the proposed amendment to Bylaw 26.02, as revised at the Bear Pit Session.

Moved by: Paul Blaser

Seconded by: Bob Burnyeat

Carried, with two opposed

MOTION: TO accept amendments to Bylaw 26.07 and 26.08 as printed in the 2013 Proposed Bylaw Amendments
document, to allow Broadly Experienced Foreign Architects (BEFA) to become registered members with the
Saskatchewan Association of Architects.

Moved by: Paul Blaser

Seconded by: Bob Burnyeat

Carried

MOTION: TO delete the proposed amendment to Bylaw 26.07, as revised at the Bear Pit Session.

Moved by: Paul Blaser Seconded by: Bob Burnyeat

Carried

MOTION: TO accept the re-numbering of Bylaws 26.03, 26.04, 26.05, 26.06, 26.08 and 26.10 as printed in the
2013 Proposed Bylaw Amendments document.

Moved by: Paul Blaser

Seconded by: Bob Burnyeat

Carried

MOTION: TO table the proposed amendments to Bylaws 27.01.2.2.6, 27.01.3 and 30.01.

Moved by: Bob Burnyeat

Seconded by: Paul Blaser

Carried

MOTION: TO amend Bylaw 9.07 as printed in the 2013 Proposed Bylaw Amendments document.

Moved by: Bob Burnyeat

Seconded by: Brian Saunders

Carried

MOTION: TO amend Bylaw 31.01 as printed in the 2013 Proposed Bylaw Amendments document.

Moved by: Bob Burnyeat

Seconded by: Paul Blaser

Carried
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MOTION: TO delete Bylaws 31.02, 31.03, 31.04, 31.05, 31.06, 31.07, 31.08 and accept Appendix A to the Bylaws,
as printed in the 2013 Proposed Bylaw Amendments document.

Moved by: Bob Burnyeat

Seconded by: Paul Blaser

Carried

Bob Croft thanked the Practice Committee and Whitney Robson for their work on this year’s SAA Bylaw amendments.
He also thanked all of the Committees for their time and efforts.
A question was raised in regards to when new members would be announced. Bob Croft informed membership that
new members would receive their framed member certificates at the President’s Dinner.

11. Election of Council Members
The four Council nominees were asked to address membership. The call for Council nominations from the floor was
made twice more.
MOTION: THAT nominations for SAA Council cease.

Moved by: Willem de Lint

Seconded by: Don Greer

Carried

APPOINTMENT OF SCRUTINEERS

• Joelyne Swidzinski
• Annette Horvath
- VOTE AND COFFEE BREAK -

Colin Tennant gave an update on the School of Architecture. He confirmed the University of Saskatchewan’s
commitment to the establishment of a school. The College of Engineering has been a huge supporter; significant
interest has been expressed by the College Arts & Science. An SAA task force will be formed to coordinate the activity
of the different parties involved. There is a financing and lobbying campaign underway. The goal of the coming
months will be to acquire broad support from industry, architects and academics (in principle and financially). A major
goal will also be to solicit support from the government; demonstration of support from various partners will be key to
this. The academic prospectus will go to academic council in the fall - the academic council deals with the approval of
programming. Once all of these things are in place, the provincial government will be asked for their support.
President Bob Croft asked membership if there were any other recognitions or announcements to be made. Allan
Duddridge spoke in recognition of the life of David Hutton.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF ELECTION RESULTS

Congratulations to new SAA Councilors:
• David W. Edwards
• Ray Gosselin
MOTION: THAT the ballots of the 2013 SAA Council election be destroyed.

Moved by: Willem de Lint

Seconded by: Wes Moore

Carried
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12. Appointment of Accountants for the Year Ending December 31, 2013
MOTION: THAT Ernst & Young LLP be appointed to perform the unaudited financial review for the year ending
December 31, 2013

Moved by: Derek Kindrachuk

Seconded by: Maurice Soulodre

13. Other Business
RECOGNITION OF OUTGOING COUNCILORS

Jeff Howlett and Jeff Jurzyniec
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Champagne reception starts at 6:00 PM, dinner to follow at 7:00 PM.

14. Adjournment
MOTION: TO adjourn the 2013 SAA Annual General Meeting.

Moved by: Derek Kindrachuk
The 2013 SAA AGM was adjourned at 3:50 PM.
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Carried

Addendum:
Proposed Bylaw Amendments will be supplied in a supplemental document.
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SASKATCHEWAN ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(unaudited)
DECEMBER 31, 2013
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REVIEW ENGAGEMENT REPORT
To the Members of
Saskatchewan Association of Architects
We have reviewed the statement of financial position of Saskatchewan Association of Architects as at
December 31, 2013 and the statements of operations, changes in net assets and cash flows for the year then
ended. Our review was made in accordance with Canadian generally accepted standards for review
engagements and, accordingly, consisted primarily of enquiry, analytical procedures and discussion related
to information supplied to us by management.
A review does not constitute an audit and, consequently, we do not express an audit opinion on these
financial statements.
Based on our review, nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe that these financial
statements are not, in all material respects, in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-forprofit organizations.

SASKATOON, SASKATCHEWAN
February 20, 2014

Chartered Accountants
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SASKATCHEWAN ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
(unaudited)
AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2013
2013
ASSETS
Current assets
Cash
Short-term investments - unrestricted (Note 3)
Short-term investments - restricted (Note 3)
Accounts receivable
Inventory
Prepaid expenses
Long-term investments - unrestricted
Capital assets (Note 4)

LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities (Note 5)
Deferred revenue (Note 6)

2012

$ 175,960
87,276
68,200
631
200
1,160
333,427
171,956
2,536

$

$ 507,919

$ 404,837

$

$

52,191
68,200
120,391

79,417
79,184
64,200
12,560
200
1,160
236,721
165,810
2,306

42,875
71,600
114,475

Commitments (Note 7)
Invested in capital assets
Unrestricted net assets

NET ASSETS

See accompanying notes
Approved by the Board
President
Secretary-Treasurer
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2,536
384,992
387,528

2,306
288,056
290,362

$ 507,919

$ 404,837

SASKATCHEWAN ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
(unaudited)
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2013

Revenues
Annual dues
AGM revenue
Investment income (Note 8)
Other income
Other membership

2013

2012

$ 504,825
75,050
10,037
7,336
4,945
602,193

$ 411,510
47,620
4,055
13,216
10,023
486,424

2,845
4,774
1,709
52,765
419
6,959
13,595
9,030
18,895
8,976
17,827
1,087
37,758
28,480
256,720
42,061
1,127
505,027

3,588
8,941
987
35,589
2,530
8,349
17,848
8,484
22,175
4,675
14,463
10,708
25,230
207,854
22,512
943
394,876

Expenses
Advertising and promotion
Advocacy
Amortization
Annual general meeting ("AGM")
Bad debts
Bank charges
Canadian Architectural Licensing Authorities ("CALA") assessments
CALA interprovincial meeting
Council
Member
Office
Other
Professional fees
Rent
Salaries and employee benefits
Scholarships and awards
Utilities

Excess of revenues over expenses

$

See accompanying notes
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97,166

$

91,548
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See accompanying notes

Invested in capital assets
Unrestricted

Invested in capital assets
Unrestricted

$
$

3,293
195,521

$ 198,814

$

97,166

97,166

91,548

91,548

Excess of
revenues over
expenses

$

$ 290,362

Balance,
beginning of
year

$

Excess of
revenues over
expenses

2,306
288,056

$

Balance,
beginning of
year

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2013

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN NET ASSETS
(unaudited)

-

1,939
(1,939)

$

$

-

-

Purchase of
capital assets

$

$

Purchase of
capital assets

SASKATCHEWAN ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS

-

(1,709)
1,709

$

$

-

(987)
987

Amortization

$

$

Amortization

2,536
384,992

2,306
288,056
$ 290,362

$

Balance, end
of year

2012

$ 387,528

$

Balance, end
of year

2013

SASKATCHEWAN ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
(unaudited)
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2013
2013
Cash flows from (used in) operating activities
Excess of revenues over expenses
Items not affecting cash
Amortization
Unrealized gains on investments
Net change in non-cash working capital items:
Accounts receivable
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Deferred revenue

$

97,166

2012
$

91,548

1,709
(5,472)

987
(2,033)

11,929
9,316
(3,400)
111,248

(4,950)
26,968
71,600
184,120

(1,939)
(12,766)
(14,705)

(163,186)
(163,186)

Net increase in cash during the year

96,543

20,934

Cash, beginning of year

79,417

58,483

Cash flows used in investing activities
Purchase of capital assets
Purchase of investments

Cash, end of year

$ 175,960

See accompanying notes
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$

79,417

SASKATCHEWAN ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(unaudited)
DECEMBER 31, 2013
1.

Nature of organization
The mandate of the Saskatchewan Association of Architects (the "Association") is to ensure the
protection of the public interest and to regulate and advance the profession of architecture in the
province of Saskatchewan. The Association is exempt from income taxes under section 149 of the
Income Tax Act.

2.

Significant accounting policies
These financial statements are prepared in accordance with Part III of the Chartered Professional
Accountants of Canada ("CPA") Handbook - Accounting Standards for Not-for-Profit
Organizations, which sets out generally accepted accounting principles for not-for-profit
organizations in Canada and includes the significant accounting policies summarized below.
Financial instruments
Short-term investments consist of equity and fixed income instruments. Equity instruments
quoted in an active market are recorded at fair value. Fixed income instruments are recorded at
amortized cost. Long-term investments consist of government investment certificates maturing in
more than one year and are recorded at amortized cost. Transactions are recorded on a trade
date basis and transaction costs are expensed as incurred.
Other financial instruments, including cash, accounts receivable and accounts payable and accrued
liabilities are initially recorded at their fair value and are subsequently measured at amortized cost,
net of any provisions for impairment.
Capital assets
Capital assets are recorded at cost, less accumulated amortization. The Association provides for
amortization using the declining balance method at rates designed to amortize the cost of the
capital assets over their estimated useful lives. The annual amortization rates are as follows:
Equipment

20% - 45%
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SASKATCHEWAN ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(unaudited)
DECEMBER 31, 2013
2.

Significant accounting policies (continued)
Revenue recognition
The Association follows the deferral method of accounting for contributions. Restricted
contributions are recognized as revenue in the year in which the related expenditures are incurred.
Unrestricted contributions are recognized as revenue when received or receivable when the amount
to be received can be reasonably estimated and collection is reasonably assured.
Annual dues are set by the Board and are recognized as revenue over the period to which they
relate.
AGM revenue is recognized when the event is held.
Investment income, which consists of interest and mutual fund distributions distributions from
funds, and realized and unrealized gains and losses, is recorded in the statements of operations
when earned.
Other income and other membership revenues are recognized in the period earned.
Use of estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with Canadian accounting standards for notfor-profit organizations requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the
reported amounts of assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported
amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. By their nature, these estimates are
subject to measurement uncertainty. The effect of changes in such estimates on the financial
statements in future periods could be significant.

3.

Short-term investments
Short-term investments - unrestricted
2013
Money market funds
Government investment certificates
Mutual funds

Short-term investments - restricted
Restricted short-term investments consist of money market funds.
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2012

$

14,574
26,217
46,485

$

9,389
27,432
42,363

$

87,276

$

79,184

SASKATCHEWAN ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(unaudited)
DECEMBER 31, 2013
4.

Capital assets

Cost
Equipment
5.

$

33,017

Accumulated
amortization
$

30,481

$

2013

2012

Net book
value

Net book
value

2,536

$

2,306

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Included in accounts payable and accrued liabilities is $23,219 (2012 - $14,104) of government
remittances payable.

6.

Deferred revenue
Deferred revenue primarily consist of contributions that were received for the purpose of
establishing a school of architecture at the University of Saskatchewan in future years. These
amounts were unexpended at year end.
2013

7.

2012

Balance, beginning of year
Amounts received during the year
Amounts recognized as revenue during the year

$

71,600
(3,400)

$

71,600
-

Balance, end of year

$

68,200

$

71,600

Commitments
The Association has committed to support activities undertaken to progress the development of the
proposed school of architecture at the University of Saskatchewan in the amount of $60,000 in
2014, $30,000 in 2015 and $30,000 in 2016.
The Association is committed to the following future minimum annual office lease payments:
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

$
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28,917
30,807
30,807
32,067
32,067

SASKATCHEWAN ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(unaudited)
DECEMBER 31, 2013
8.

Investment income
2013
Interest
Mutual fund distributions
Unrealized gains on investments

9.

2012

$

2,896
1,669
5,472

$

1,527
495
2,033

$

10,037

$

4,055

Financial instruments
Credit risk
The Association is exposed to credit risk in connection with its accounts receivable and its
investments because of the risk that one party to the financial instrument may cause a financial loss
for the other party by failing to discharge an obligation.
Liquidity risk
The Association is exposed to the risk that it will encounter difficulty in meeting obligations
associated with its financial liabilities and commitments.
Interest rate risk
The Association is exposed to interest rate risk with respect to its investments in fixed income
investments and money market funds that hold fixed income securities because the fair value will
fluctuate due to changes in market interest rates.
Price risk
The Association is exposed to other price risk through changes in market prices (other than
changes arising from interest rate) in connection with its investments in mutual funds.

10.

Comparative figures
Certain comparative figures have been reclassified from those previously presented to conform to
the presentation of the 2013 financial statements.
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